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The LG GD910 Watch Phone is small in size yet powerful in features

For anyone looking for a phone that is a little quirky and unusual, the LG GD910 Watch Phone comes
highly recommended. Technologically advanced features encased within a watch size mobile phone would
be hard pushed not to impress.

Dec. 13, 2009 - PRLog -- For anyone looking for a phone that is a little quirky and unusual, the LG GD910
Watch Phone comes highly recommended. Technologically advanced features encased within a watch size
mobile phone would be hard pushed not to impress. This mobile phone offers an impressive level of
technology whilst being considerably smaller than most other handsets available. The phone measures 49
mm x 39 mm wide and is 13 mm thick whilst weighing 84 g. It is a phone which is worn on your wrist.

The watch phone comes with a 1.43 inch TFT capacitive touch screen, which is able to display 256,000
colours at a pixel screen size of 128 by 160 pixels. Images displayed on this screen are full of colour and
are crystal clear. This impressive touch screen utilises the flash user interface as its primary means of
accessing functionality in a simple and effective manner. The watch comes with vibration and ring alert
types with the added bonus of being able to download polyphonic and MP3 ringtones to utilise on the
watch. A speakerphone is provided which offers hands-free communication.

A VGA camera is provided with this phone which operates at 640 x 480 pixels and produces photos that are
good enough to be displayed on the screen, however the quality of image should it be printed out may
appear grainy. The camera also provides the function called video calling, this relatively new function has
grown in popularity over the last couple of years.

The phone comes with GPRS, EDGE, HSDPA and Blue tooth. Internet access is provided at 7.2 Mbps,
which is an extremely fast speed and offers excellent web browsing capabilities. The Bluetooth connection
provides the means to share files with other suitably attired devices.

The handset comes with text to speech capabilities, which incorporates speech recognition functions as well
as an MP3 player and an organiser. The MP3 player will play all major formats of audio file, whilst the
organiser provides the means to keep abreast of any important dates and information.

For the latest deals visit http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk/LG/GD910+Watch+Phone.html

The LG GD910 Watch phone is IPX4 certified, which means that it is water jets resistant. This is a useful
commodity to have a within a watch, and certainly considering that it is also a phone. The phone comes in
either white or black and has a standby time of up to 247 hours, whilst it has a talk time of up to 2 hours. As
a piece of modern technology it is unrivalled. Its functionality is conversant with many handsets currently
available within the mobile phone market however its compact nature is a benefit that few can compete
with.

For further information on a comprehensive range of mobile phones visit http://www.phoneslimited.co.uk
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www.phoneslimited.co.uk is the UK's No 1 mobile phone website with numerous deals available. For the
best mobile phone deals in the UK visit www.phoneslimited.co.uk
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